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Common questions customers ask 
when defining their AP Automation 

solution
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AP Automation Requirements

With so many AP Automation solutions available it’s easy to get buried in detail and confused

as to what you really need. Do you need SaaS and a pay as you go model, or does your

organisation usually capitalise its software acquisitions? Do you need a flexible workflow or a

simple one level system? Could the system be expanded for other functionality like expense

management.

The AP requirements eBook is a guide when considering an AP automation solution. We

constructed this guide as business processes are more complex than most people realise.

Often the process isn’t documented well and finance teams just know how to force exceptions

through the system.

Use this guide as a start when considering what your requirements are for AP automation.

Once you have an idea of what you need from AP Automation it will make selecting the right

one an easier process.

Stuart Nelsen
Executive Manager, SUNCORP GROUP

“Efficiency Leaders – a 
company who is prepared to 
listen to it’s customer, work 
with them as a partnership and 
deliver innovative ideas and 
solutions using data capture 
technology”
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Automation

The degree of automation
required depends on how
many invoices you process,
how many people are involved
in the process and if seasonal
variations, for instance, cause
substantial fluctuation.

Some desired outcomes may be:

• Do you want zero or minimal human intervention?

• Do you want automatic sorting of various types of documents like PO, Non PO and 

Credit Notes?

• Do you only receive documents as PDFs, or also in other formats?

• Do you receive documents that include details in the email along with a PDF?

• Would you like to automatically extract the text in the body of the email and attach that 

as a supporting document to the invoice?

• Extract information from invoices without the need to map/template individual supplier 

invoice layouts? 

• Manage new suppliers from within the AP system
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Infrastructure

Does your company have a 
cloud first strategy? 

Generally speaking, cloud solutions do not save costs when comparing like for like
capabilities, over a 36 month period; however, the deployment time is usually reduced
and you don’t need to manage, or further invest in infrastructure.

However, on premise deployment usually provides for greater levels of integration with
your business and IT systems, and as a result, delivers a high level of automation.
Additionally, your organisation may have a long term automation strategy in which it
aspires to automate several departmental challenges. If so, an on premise solution is
likely to provide greater personalisation to your needs. It will provide an enterprise-wide
automation platform rather than having to find several silo solutions to answer different
departmental complexities like sales order processing, accounts payable or receivable, or
vendor on-boarding.

It’s also important to consider how your users prefer to engage with your systems and
processes, and whether that is likely to change. For example, if your users prefer to
engage with mobile devices (smart phones/tablets etc), you may want to consider a
mobile deployment strategy and whether applications or intelligent forms are the best
option. Take note that not all solutions have a mobile deployment method that renders
forms correctly on mobiles and tablets. If you don’t get this right, you may struggle with
user adoption.

Depending on this answer, you may
need a completely cloud based AP
Automation solution, or an on premise
solution may be more desirable.
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Other Add-on Functionality

• Sales order processing

• Vendor on-boarding

• Expense management

• Credit notes

• Forms automation

• Process re-engineering

Some AP solutions are capable of leveraging the capture and workflow components for other areas of
the business such as:

Consider if your business could benefit from the investment by leveraging the technology for other
solutions. You then share the costs of the project and develop greater return on your investment as you
roll out various phases of your automation strategy, as well as achieving greater returns for more areas
of your organisation.
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License Model

• Upfront payments and perpetual licenses. 

In this model, you pay for the solution initially as a capitalised expense.  Then you get to depreciate 

the assets and only pay for software maintenance in the future. 

• Pay As You Go or Cloud Based licenses. 

This is becoming more common now. You don’t generally own the licenses and you pay per month 

based on your usage. These models normally have a minimum commitment of usage per month 

and for a contracted period of time. The major drawback for these models is that the cost increases 

over time, usually if the usage increases, therefore generating higher costs of investment over, say 

a three to five year term, when compared to a perpetual licensing model. 

Depending on your needs, there are of course various ways to consume an AP automation solution, 
including:
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ERP Integration

• Do you need real time integration into your ERP system for data transfer or can you manage with the 

system being updated periodically? 

e.g. daily. Real time integration can add significantly to the cost in some scenarios, whereas 

periodical updates may be sufficient.

• Do you want the workflows to reside in the ERP system, or in a separate business process 

management platform which runs the AP automation solution? 

The benefit of having the workflows in an external workflow engine, is that you can then leverage the 

workflow capabilities to interact with several different systems to answer many departmental 

processing challenges that are non AP related, thereby increasing the ROI from the initial AP 

automation solution.

• Integrates with all accounting software

important to future proof your processes interacting with critical business systems.
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Governance, Risk and Compliance

Data sovereignty – Is it important your data stays on shore in Australia? 

Are you open to third parties handling your invoices as a bureau service?

Are you interested in automatic ABN lookup and GST validation?

This check ensures that the vendor ABN is valid and that the vendor is registered for GST, if they’re 

claiming GST on their invoice. 

Detection of fraudulent behaviour

Do you want duplicated invoice checking across capture/workflow and in the finance system
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Exception Management

• How is the new supplier on-boarding process handled when you receive an invoice from a new 

supplier that doesn’t exist in the ERP?

• What impact will the solution have on your Team and vendor relations if it can automatically notify 

and collaborate with suppliers regarding critical information e.g. if critical information is missing from 

an invoice, or a milestone notification is required?

• How many levels of approval do you require?

• Do you require the system to route invoices for GL coding?

• Have you considered if business rules and/or validity checks should be applied during the exception 

handling process? If so, what might they be?
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Invoice document specific information

Automatic, line-by-line data extraction from invoices

Process all incoming invoices regardless of the invoice format, origin, or whether received at a central 

location or at multiple locations e.g. paper / email / EDI.  If email, PDF / TIFF / JPG or others?

Duplicate invoices automatically identified

Multiple invoices may be delivered in one PDF file attached to email. Need to be able to split these 

up into individual invoices without manual intervention

• Part Payment of Invoice

• Adjustment Note, Credit Note

Do you want invoices to be automatically separated 

Single / multi-page / PO / Non-PO / Credit Notes, etc
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Invoice document specific information

Invoice Header information to be read from Invoice:

• Supplier Name

• GST number / ABN

• Invoice number

• Invoice date

• Total invoice amount

• GST amount

• Net amount

• Delivery address

• Supplier Bank Account details

Check against the vendor master file to ensure accurate banking details are stored in the ERP for payment 

processing.
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Invoice document specific information

Other invoice details to be set by default or entered by AP staff:

• Payment due date 

• Accounting period 

• Line item details - goods / service description 

Can data be” lassoed” rather than typed in?

Do AP staff currently enter Cost Centre allocations or is this entered at the PO requisition stage or by the 

PO raiser after the invoice has been received?

How do you handle goods/services receipting? 

What impact would it have on your invoice approval and payment cycle if receivers were automatically 

prompted, and followed up, to receipt the goods or service in the system?
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Workflow requirements

Automatic assignment of workflow tasks to the correct team member, based on addressee or 
supplier, as an example.

• Ability to spread invoice cost across multiple Cost Centres, based on pre-

defined allocation rules

• Duplicate invoice screening based on multiple criteria – supplier, invoice 

number, date, and amount

• Remote approval supports participant engagement from multiple devices 

e.g. PC/laptop/mobile devices 

• Ability to approve/re-route/reject invoice back to AP with comments

• Archival of invoices supports the retention period required e.g. 7 years

• Notifications/reminders to prompt people to complete their assigned 

actions in a timely manner

• Ability to check the price you are paying for items compared to agreed 

rates
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Reporting and Audit Requirements

• Do you have frequent auditors

• Do you need the documents and comments around approval archived in the 

ERP or a separate content management system

• Ability to easily search and retrieve an electronic copy of the invoice 

• Ability to produce reports by filtering on any data captured during the process

• Easy end of month statement reconciliation
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Share this eBook with your CEO, Finance manager or colleagues
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Find more AP Automation free resources:
https://www.efficiencyleaders.com/resources/

Aged Care Case Study

Efficiency Leaders have implemented an accounts payable automation solution for one 
of the largest providers of Aged and Health Care services in Australia.

CASE STUDY

AP Automation

Efficiency Leaders was selected due to the quality of their customer reference sites.

The customer solutions, referenced by Efficiency Leaders, delivered the highest post 
implementation efficiency outcomes, compared to other vendor references that were 
evaluated.

Read case study
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